Abstract. Accessing structured data such as that encoded in ontologies and knowledge bases can be done using either syntactically complex formal query languages like SPARQL or complicated form interfaces that require expensive customisation to each particular application domain. This paper presents the QuestIO system -a natural language interface for accessing structured information, that is domain independent and easy to use without training. It aims to bring the simplicity of Google's search interface to conceptual retrieval by automatically converting short conceptual queries into formal ones, which can then be executed against any semantic repository. QuestIO was developed specifically to be robust with regard to language ambiguities, incomplete or syntactically ill-formed queries, by harnessing the structure of ontologies, fuzzy string matching, and ontologymotivated similarity metrics.
Introduction
Structured information in various guises is becoming ubiquitous on today's computers. This may include a user's contacts list, their calendar of events, other structured files such as spreadsheets or databases. In addition to this, unstructured textual content may refer or add information to entities from a user's structured information space. For example a project meeting mentioned in the calendar relates to textual files such as the agenda for the meeting, the various documents relevant to the particular project, the contact information of the people who will be attending the meeting, etc. All this information can be modelled as, or mapped onto, an ontology in order bring the benefits of all the technologies developed for the semantic web to the user's desktop.
We believe that text interfaces have a role to play because they are familiar to end users, benefit from very good support both on the desktop and in web interfaces, and are easily available on all types of devices. In previous work [1, 2] we have presented the CLOnE system (originally named CLIE) that provides a textual interface for editing a knowledge base (KB) through the use of an open-vocabulary, general purpose controlled language. That was designed as an interface for manual intervention in the process of generating ontological data from either structured information, through direct mapping, or from unstructured text, through semantic annotation. Continuing the same line of development, the work discussed in this paper focuses on providing access to the information stored in a KB by means of natural language queries.
Most knowledge stores provide facilities for querying through the use of some formal language such as SPARQL or SeRQL. However, these have a fairly complex syntax, require a good understanding of the data schema and are error prone due to the need to type long and complicated URIs. These languages are homologous to the use of SQL for interrogating traditional relational databases and should not be seen as an end user tool.
Different methods for user-friendly knowledge access have been developed previously. Some provide a graphical interface where users can browse an ontology, others offer a forms-based interface for performing semantic search based on an underlying ontology whilst hiding the complexity of formal languages. The most sophisticated ones provide a simple text box for a query which takes Natural Language (NL) queries as input.
The evaluation conducted in [3] contains a usability test with 48 end-users of Semantic Web technologies, including four types of query language interfaces. They concluded that NL interfaces were the most acceptable, being significantly preferred to menu-guided, and graphical query language interfaces. Despite being preferred by users, Natural Language Interface (NLI) system are not very frequent due to the high costs associated with their development and customisation to new domains, which involves both domain experts and language engineers.
We present QuestIO (Question-based Interface to Ontologies), a NLI system for accessing structured information from a knowledge base. The main impetus for this work is the desire to create a user-friendly way of accessing the information contained in knowledge stores, which should be easy to use, requiring little or no training.
The QuestIO application is open-domain (or customisable to new domains with very little cost), with the vocabulary not being pre-defined but rather automatically derived from the data existing in the knowledge base.The system works by converting NL queries into formal queries in SeRQL (though other query languages could be used). It was developed specifically to be robust with regard to language ambiguities, incomplete or syntactically ill-formed queries, by harnessing the structure of ontologies, fuzzy string matching, and ontology-motivated similarity metrics.
The following section presents some background information regarding user interfaces for knowledge access, putting this work into context. Next the design and implementation of the QuestIO system are presented, followed by an evaluation of its coverage, portability and scalability. Finally, we conclude and present some plans for future development.
Context
Tools for accessing data contained in ontologies and knowledge bases are not new, several have been implemented before using different design approaches which reach various levels of expressivity and user-friendliness.
A popular idea is adding search and browsing support to ontology editing environments. For instance Protégé [4] provides the Query Interface, where one can specify the query by selecting some options from a given list of concepts and relations. Alternatively, advanced users can type a query using a formal language such as SPARQL. Facilities of this type give the maximum level of control but are most appropriate for experienced users.
While typing queries in formal languages provides the greatest level of expressivity and control for the user, it is also the least user-friendly access interface. Query languages have complex syntax, require a good understanding of the representation schema, including knowledge of details like namespaces, class and property names. All these contribute to making formal query languages difficult to use and error prone. The obvious solution to these problems is to create some additional abstraction level that provides a user friendly way of generating formal queries, in a manner similar to the many applications that provide access to data stored in standard relational databases.
One step toward user-friendliness is creating a forms-bases graphical interface where the information request can be expressed by putting together a set of restrictions. Typically these restrictions are provided as ready-made building blocks that the user can add to create a complex query. Systems like this can either be customised for a particular application domain or general purpose. A good example of forms-based interface that offers both generic and domain specific options is provided by the KIM knowledge management platform [5] .
Interfaces of this type are well suited for domain specific uses; when customised to a particular application, they provide the most efficient access path to the information. They can take advantage of good support for forms in graphical interfaces and benefit from a long tradition of forms-based interface design. Their downside, however, becomes apparent when moving to a general purpose search interface, in which case they can be either too restrictive or too complex with either too many input fields or too many alternative options.
Probably due to the extraordinary popularity of search engines such as Google, people have come to prefer search interfaces which offer a single text input field where they describe their information need and the system does the required work to find relevant results. While employing this kind of interface is straightforward for full text search systems, using it for conceptual search requires an extra step that converts the user's query into semantic restrictions like those expressed in formal search languages. A few examples of such query interfaces are discussed next.
SemSearch [6] is a concept-based system which aims to have a Google-like Query Interface. It requires a list of concepts (classes or instances) as an input query (e.g. the 'news:PhD Students' query asks for all instances of class News that are in relation with PhD Students). This approach allows the use of a simple text field as input but it requires good knowledge of the domain ontology and provides no way of specifying the desired relation between search terms, which can reduce precision when there are several ontology properties applicable.
Another notable example, and one of the most mature from this family of systems, is AquaLog [7] . It uses a controlled language for querying ontologies with the addition of a learning mechanism, so that its performance improves over time in response to the vocabulary used by the end users. The system works by converting the natural language query into a set of ontology-compatible triples that are then used to extract information from a knowledge store. It utilises shallow parsing and WordNet, and so requires syntactically correct input. It seems geared mainly towards queries containing up to two triples and expressed as questions (e.g., who, what).
Orakel [8] is a natural language interface (NLI) to knowledge bases. The key advantage is support for compositional semantic construction which helps it support questions involving quantification, conjunction and negation. These advanced features come at a cost, however, as the system requires a mandatory customisation whenever it is ported to a new application domain. Due to the expertise required for performing the customisation, this is a fairly expensive process.
ONLI (Ontology Natural Language Interaction) [9] is a natural language question answering system used as front-end to the RACER reasoner and to nRQL, RACER's query language. ONLI assumes that the user is familiar with the ontology domain and works by transforming the user's natural language queries into nRQL. No details are provided regarding the effort required for re-purposing the system.
Querix [10] is another ontology-based question answering system that translates generic natural language queries into SPARQL. In case of ambiguities, Querix relies on clarification dialogues with users.
To summarise, existing language-based query interfaces either support keywordlike search or require full-blown, correctly phrased questions. In this paper, we argue that it is technologically possible and advantageous to marry both kinds of approaches into one robust system, which supports both interaction styles.
The QuestIO System
Like many of the systems discussed in the previous section, QuestIO works by converting natural language input into a formal semantic query. Because we use Sesame 1 as a knowledge store, the system is configured to generate SeRQL as a query language. The same architecture and most of the implementation can be used to generate queries in other formal languages.
The driving principles behind the design for the QuestIO system were that:
-it should be easy to use, requiring as little user training as possible, ideally none;
-it should be open domain, with no need for customisation, or with customisation being done automatically or through other inexpensive means; -it should be robust, able to deal with all kinds of input, including ungrammatical text, sentence fragments, short queries, etc.
In order to be robust, the system needs to attempt to make sense of whatever input it gets; it cannot rely on syntax, grammatically correct queries or enough context to perform disambiguation through linguistic analysis. Unlike other similar systems, our approach puts more weight on leveraging the information encoded in the ontology, and only uses very lightweight linguistic processing of the query text. This ensures that any textual input can be ingested successfully while the bulk of the question analysis work is based on the contents of the ontology, which is a larger resource and more likely to have been well engineered.
When a query is received, some of the contained words will match ontology concepts, while the textual segments that remain unmatched can be used to predict property names and for disambiguation. The sequence of concepts and property names is then converted into a formal query that is executed against the knowledge store. Throughout the process, a series of metrics are used to score the possible query interpretations, allowing the filtering of low scoring options, thus reducing ambiguity and limiting the search space.
Initialisation of the System
When the system is initialised, it processes the domain ontology. Of great importance to the functioning of this system is the ability to recognise textual references to resources from the ontology or the knowledge base. This is done by automatically creating a gazetteer when initialising the system with a given knowledge base. In traditional natural language processing applications, a gazetteer is a large list of known words or phrases that need to be recognised in text. These typically include various types of names, such as locations, organisations, or people, and a variety of domain dependent terms. In our case we build a gazetteer by automatically extracting lexicalisations from the knowledge base.
A lexicalisation is a textual form used to refer to a particular concept or entity. Our approach is based on the observation that most ontologies and knowledge bases contain a large amount of textual data that can be used to extract a domain vocabulary. The textual elements that we use include:
-The local part of URIs.
-The values of rdfs:label properties.
-The values of a custom list of properties, which can be specified as a customisation option. -The values of datatype properties that can be converted to a string. This was introduced as as a catch-all case that is intended to capture custom-named properties use to encode entity names -for example properties like 'has alias'. This is also useful because it links characteristics of entities (encoded as property values) to the entity itself, which is sometimes necessary to identify ontology instances that have no names or labels, e.g. identifying an instance of a 'Deadline' class based on its date value. Identifying all datatype property values in the query can lead to noise but that is mitigated by giving this kind of match a lower score than the previous, more direct, matches.
Because the strings used in an ontology sometimes use different orthography conventions, we attempt to normalise them by:
-recognising and splitting words that use underscores as a form of spacing; -recognising and splitting CamelCase words; -finding the morphological root (i.e. noninflected form) for all constituent words; -for complex noun phrases, we derive lexicalisations based on their constituents, e.g. from "ANNIE JAPE Transducer" we derive "JAPE transducer" and "transducer" as additional ways of referring to the same concept.
For instance, if there is an ontology instance with a local name of "ANNIEJapeTransducer ", and with assigned property rdfs:label with value "Jape Transducer ", and with assigned property rdfs:comment with value "A module for executing Jape grammars", the gazetteer will contain following the strings:
-"ANNIEJapeTransducer " -the value of the local name; -"ANNIE Jape Transducer " -local name after camel case splitting; -"Jape Transducer " -the value of rdfs:label; -"A module for execute Jape grammar " -the value of comment, after morphological normalisation. Note that morphological normalisation is also applied to the words in the input query, thus matching is possible regardless of inflection.
All the lexicalisations thus extracted are stored in a gazetteer that is able to identify mentions of classes, properties, instances, and property values associated with instances. More details regarding the linguistic processing involved can be found in [11] .
Run-time Operation
When a query is received, the system performs the following steps:
1. linguistic analysis; 2. ontological gazetteer lookup; 3. iterative transformation until a SeRQL query is obtained; 4. execute the query against the knowledge base and display the results.
The linguistic analysis stage performs morphological analysis of the text by running a tokeniser, part-of-speech tagger and a morphological analyser. All these types of linguistic analysis are very lightweight and robust as they do not depend on grammatical structure such as syntax. Because of this, they will complete successfully on any kind of input, be it fully formed sentences or simple fragments. We use a morphological analyser to apply the same kind of normalisation as that used for the lexicalisations from the ontology.This allows us to later match query terms with concepts in the ontology, regardless of the way they are inflected.
The second processing phase consists of running the ontological gazetteer built at initialisation time over the morphologically normalised query text. This creates annotations for all mentions of ontological resources that the gazetteer can identify -classes, properties, instances, and values of datatype properties.
Thirdly an iterative transformation process is started for converting the input free text into a formal query. It goes through several steps, each of which starts with a list of candidate interpretations and converts those into more complex ones. The information flow through the system is depicted in Figure 1 . At the beginning of the process, the list of candidate interpretations is initialised with a simple interpretation containing the input text and the annotations created in the previous steps. In each iteration, the interpretations currently in the candidate list are transformed into more detailed ones. In cases of ambiguity, it is possible that the number of candidate interpretations grows during a transformation step (see the step numbered (1) in the diagram). All candidate interpretations are scored according to a set of metrics that will be detailed later and, in order to keep the number of alternatives under control, candidates that score too low can be eliminated as shown in the step (1') in the figure. apply all possible transformations to the current candidates; 7 eliminate candidates that score too low; 8 until(no more transformation possible) 9 generate SeRQL using top scoring interpretation(s)
Following are some details about each of the steps, referred to using line numbers.
Step 1 includes breaking the input text into separate tokens, determining the part of speech for each token and annotating it with its morphological root.
Step 2 deals with identifying in the input text mentions of resources from the ontology. The matching is done using a normalised form that takes care of multi-word names and morphological variation. Cycle 5 -8 performs repeated transformations of the candidate interpretations until no more are possible.
Step 9 uses the highest-scoring interpretation to generate a SeRQL query.
In order to create a modular implementation, two abstractions are used: Interpretation and Transformer. Interpretations are used as a container for information -the contents of different interpretation types can be quite different. To begin with, a single Interpretation is created which holds the input text, together with all the annotations resulted from the morphological pre-processing. As the process progresses ever more complex interpretations are generated. Similarly, a Transformer represents an algorithm for converting a type of interpretation into another. The implementation of the top level work-flow is quite independent of the types on interpretations known or the kinds of transformers available; the cycle at lines 5-8 simply applies all known types of transformers to the current list of interpretations.
Creating a particular implementation of the system requires defining a set of interpretations and transformers (as Java classes that implement particular interfaces). In our current implementation, an interpretation is defined by the following elements:
-A list of interpretation elements which hold the actual data. The actual type of data held varies, becoming more and more detailed as the iterative process continues. We are currently using ten types of different interpretation elements of various complexity. -A list of text tokens representing the original query text. Each interpretation element is aligned with a sequence of one or more input tokens. This is used to keep track of how each text segment was interpreted. -A back-link to the interpretation that was used to derive the current one.
This can be used to back-track through the interpretation steps and justify the reasoning that led to the final result. -A score value -a dynamically calculated numeric value used to sort the interpretations list based on confidence.
The current implementation has seven types of transformers, which are used during the iteration steps for converting interpretations. They perform various operations to do with associating input text segments to ontology resources.
Identifying Implicit Relations
One of the main functions performed by the transformers is to identify relations which are not explicitly stated in the input query. After the ontological gazetteer is used to locate explicit references to ontology entities, the remaining text segments between those references are used to infer relations. Relations between query terms are essentially homologous with object properties in OWL, so our system attempts to match snippets from the input query to properties in the ontology. The process starts by identifying a list of possible candidates based on the definitions in the ontology: from two consecutive ontological references, we identify the ontology classes they belong to. References to classes are used directly; in the case of instance references we identify the class of the instance; for property values we first find the associated instance and then its class. If the reference is to a property name, we consider that to be an explicit relation mention and this process does not take place. Once we have the two classes, we build a list of properties that could conceivably apply given the range and domain restrictions in the ontology.
The list of applicable properties is then used to generate candidate interpretations that are scored using the following metrics:
String Similarity Score This score is based on the assumption that the words used for denoting a relation in the query might be quite similar to some of the lexicalisations of the candidate properties. The actual numeric value is calculated using the Levenshtein distance metrics which represents the distance between two strings as the minimum number of operations needed to transform one string into the other, where an operation is an insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character. Resulting scores are normalised to range from 0 to 1.
Specificity score This score is based on the sub-property relation in the ontology definition. The assumption behind using this is that more specific properties are preferable to more general ones. Specificity score is determined by the distance of a property from its farthermost super-property that has no defined super-properties. This makes more specific properties, i.e. that are placed at deeper levels in the property hierarchy, score higher. Its value is normalised by dividing it with the maximum distance calculated for the properties on the ontology level.
Distance score This metric was developed to compensate for the fact that in many ontologies the property hierarchy is rather flat. It is trying to infer an implicit specificity of a property based on the level of the classes that are used as its domain and range. Consider the following example: a top level class named "Entity" with a subclass "GeographicalLocation" and the properties "partOf" (with range and domain "Entity) and "subregionOf" (with range and domain "GeographicalLocation"). Although not expressed explicitly using sub-property relations, the property "subregionOf" can be seen as more specific than "partOf". Assuming that the system is trying to find the most appropriate relation between two instances of types "City" and "Country" (both subclasses of "GeographicalLocation") then, all other things being equal, the "subregionOf" property should be preferred.
The general case is illustrated in Figure 2 , where classes are represented as circles, inheritance relations are shown as vertical arrows and ontological object Fig. 2 . Distance Score properties are presented as horizontal arrows. Given two classes, one considered to be domain, the other range, the distance score for a candidate property represents the length of the path travelled from the domain class to the range class when choosing the property. These distances are represented by the thick dotted lines in the figure. Once calculated, the distances are normalised, through division by double the maximum depth of the ontology and inverted -as the shortest path represents the most specific property and should yield the highest score.
These similarity metrics are ontology-motivated and are largely comparable to those used in the AquaLog system. The final score associated with the candidate properties is a weighted sum of the three different atomic measures.
Creating queries
After the implicit relations have been identified, the final interpretation of the input query is presented as a list of explicit references to ontology resources interspersed with references to properties. Starting from this list of interpretation elements, a formal SeRQL query is dynamically created. In order to do this, references to instances are kept as they are, i.e. the instance URI is used directly in the query. References to classes are converted to query variables, with associated restrictions encoding the class membership. References to properties, either explicit or inferred, are used to create restrictions with regard to relations between the various query elements, either instance URIs or variables.
For example, we ran the system with the PROTON Ontology 2 populated with instances from the default knowledge base of the KIM system [12] . A textual query of "Countries in Asia" generated the following SeRQL formal query: The URI of "http://www.ontotext.com/kim/2005/04/wkb#Continent T.2" is that of Asia. For the provided query, the words "Country" and "Asia" were recognised as lexicalisations of objects in the ontology (a class and an instance respectively). In the context of the PROTON ontology, given the class "Country" as a domain and the class "Continent" (to which the instance "Asia" belongs) as a range, the list of candidate properties includes "partOf", "subRegionOf", and "locatedIn". The "partOf" property is defined at the very high level of the class "Entity", and so is very generic. The other two candidates have the same specificity, "locatedIn" being preferred in this case because of its closer textual similarity with the query due to the word "in" appearing the original input.
Evaluation -Coverage, Portability, Scalability
The first use case of QuestIO is in supporting developers working on opensource projects to find information from source code and user manuals, more efficiently via ontologies. More specifically, in the context of the TAO 3 project, we experimented first with learning semi-automatically a domain ontology [13] from the GATE source code and XML configuration files. It encodes the component model of GATE, the various plug-ins included in the default distribution, the types of modules included in each of the plug-ins, the parameters for for the different modules, their Java types, the associated comments, etc. The resulting ontology contains 42 classes, 23 object properties and 594 instances.
In order to evaluate QuestIO's ability to answer queries against a given ontology (i.e., its coverage and correctness), we started off by manually collecting a subset of 36 questions posted by GATE users to the project's mailing list in the past year, where they enquire about GATE plug-ins, modules and their parameters. Some example questions are: "Which PRs 4 take ontologies as a parameter?", "Which plugin is the VP Chunker in?", and "What is a processing resource?"
We divided these 36 randomly chosen postings into two groups: answerable, i.e., the GATE ontology contains the answer for this question; and nonanswerable, i.e., the required information is missing in the ontology. We ran QuestIO on the subset of 22 answerable questions with the results as follows:
-The system interpreted correctly 12 questions and generated the appropriate SPARQL queries to get the required answer. -Partially-correct answers were given to another 6 questions, where the system produced a query, but missed out one of the required constraints, so the answer was less focused. Partially correct answers are scored as 50% correct and 50% wrong. -Lastly, the system failed to interpret 4 questions, so there was either no query generated or the generated query was not correct.
Overall, this means that 68% of the time QuestIO was able to interpret the question and generate the correct SPARQL queries. This result compares favourably to other ontology question-answering systems, e.g., in a similar experiment AquaLog was able to interpret around 50% of the questions posed.
In another experiment, the scalability and portability of QuestIO were evaluated by using a completely different ontology with a larger knowledge base. The ontology used was Travel Guides Ontology 5 created to represent the travel guides domain, encoding geographical information for descriptions of locations as well as typical information from the tourism domain to do with hotels, room amenities, touristic attractions, etc. The ontology was created as an extension of the PROTON ontology, by adding 52 domain specific classes and 17 object properties to the existing 266 classes and 69 properties. The resulting ontology was then populated with 2790 instances [14] . A comparison between the sizes of the knowledge bases in the two experiments can be seen in Table 1 . The last rows show the time spent during system initialisation in each case. It can be noted that, even for a sizeable knowledge base, this stays within reasonable limits, which is important even if it only occurs once in the system life-cycle. Table 2 details the execution times for converting queries of varying degrees of complexity using the two knowledge bases. The complexity of the queries is measured in terms of the number of relations that are implied in the querya query that mentions two concepts implies a relation between them, a query with three concepts implies two relations, etc. The queries shown in the last column are actual queries, as used during the experiments: note that they are mainly short fragment queries, with incomplete grammatical structure and with incorrect capitalisation. The last query used for the travel knowledge base makes use of the "GlobalRegion" class of PROTON, which is used to represent geographical areas smaller than a continent, e.g. "North Asia". This is somewhat unnatural but we used it in order to create an artificially longer query (the question having already been answered as a result of the previous query). The two experiments show that the QuestIO system is capable of working without requiring any customisation on two knowledge bases that are quite different both semantically and in terms of size. As it can be seen from the figures in Table 2 , the system scales well -the query conversion times remain within the range of a few seconds even for the more complex queries against the larger knowledge base.
Both knowledge bases used in the evaluation experiment were pre-existing ones and were in no way modified or customised for use with QuestIO. In a real application setting were the system is deployed, the results can be improved by ensuring a better lexicalisation of the ontology and knowledge base. This can be achieved by adding more labels or comments to the ontological resources which should help get better coverage of the domain vocabulary. Another option is to use a specialised domain dictionary that can provide synonyms for the domain terms. The use of general purpose dictionaries, such as WordNet [15, 16] , might not be advisable as, depending on the actual domain, they may have poor coverage or might actually introduce errors, in domains where the vocabulary is very precise.
The main purpose for developing the QuestIO system was to provide a userfriendly interface for interrogating knowledge bases. A qualitative indication of the success for this enterprise can be ascertained from comparing the textual query "capitals of countries in global regions in asia" with the equivalent formal query expressed in SeRQL: 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented the QuestIO system which converts a wide range of text queries into formal ones that can then be executed against a knowledge store. It works by leveraging the lexical information already present in the existing ontologies in the form of labels, comment and property values. By employing robust language processing techniques, string normalisation, and ontology-based disambiguation methods, the system is able to accept syntactically ill-formed queries or short fragments, which is what non-expert users have come to expect following their experience with popular search engines. Work on QuestIO is continuing, and some of our plans for the future include moving from to the current single-shot query approach towards a session-based interaction, as also experimented with by AquaLog. This would make the interaction more user friendly in cases when the system can find no results for a query or the user is unhappy with the results. By making use of the session history combined with the information about the contents of the ontology, the system could guide the user toward the desired results, e.g. by suggesting relations that were missed due to the user choosing a different lexicalisation.
The current implementation already has the facility to track the process of transforming a textual query into a formal one, which was introduced to support better user interaction in the future. One example of using this would be to present, on request, a justification of how the current results are related to the query. The users who dislike black-box systems may use this to better understand how the query transformation works which, in turn, could improve the efficiency of them using the system.
We are also planning to perform a user satisfaction evaluation comparing our system with a forms-based interface, such that of KIM.
